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I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:23
There are moments every now and again, when I pass through a thick cloud of nostalgia for the
years I spent in my 20s, living on very little. But what I had was so richly appreciated. I found
furniture on the street and felt unspeakably lucky. The kitchen table and chairs I took up to the
roof and spray painted yellow, a white metal desk with folding leaves, and a director's chair that
had once belonged to Ariel Ray. I blacked out the first three letters of the name so that the
canvas read and re the king, which is how I felt tucked into the Tiny Desk with my saved up for
laptop aglow. That same year, I also found a boombox with detachable speakers, which had once
probably filled a child's room with music, and abandoned rad Dong. I touched up with a sharpie
to look like Frida Kahlo and a broken violin, onto which I painted a poem. I miss the young
woman who endured her state of need fullness, so hopefully so happily really riding her bike to
the Goodwill store in the Meatpacking District. And taking the subway home with bags of
sweaters and jeans, spreading peanut butter and honey onto heavy whole wheat bread. It was
cheaper to bake than to buy celebratory cans of beer, or little pottery jugs of Portuguese vino
Vera, they bought some Fridays with quarters. Living with an unappeasable hunger that was only
partly in the belly. I am astounded to remember how that young woman sat on a futon couch and
tapped out my first book on her computer, while her husband, who was more like a younger
brother, lazed in the bedroom. I am amazed to think of how much joy she woke up to each
morning, after staying up late most nights arguing. In a way, having next to nothing during those
years is what saved her. Then, one miraculous day she walked away from that life and into
another. Today's poem is before dawn in October by Julia kasdorf. The window frame catches a
draft that smells of dead leaves and wet Street and I wrap arms around my knees. Look down on
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these small breasts. So my spine forms a curve as perfect as the rim of the moon. I want to tell the
man sleeping curled as a child beside me that this futon is a raft. The moon and tiny star we call
son are the parents who at last approve of us. For once, we haven't borrowed more than we can
return. stars above our cement backyard are as sharp as those that shine far from Brooklyn. And
we are not bound for anything worse than we can imagine. As long as we turn on the kitchen
lamp and light a flame under the pot as long as we sip coffee from beautiful China blue cups and
love the steam of the shower and thrusting our feet into trousers. As long as we walk down our
street in Sun that ignites red leaves on the maple. We will see faces on the subway and no we may
take our places somewhere among them.
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The slow down is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation. To get a poem delivered to you daily. Go to slow down show.org and sign up for our
newsletter. Follow the slow down on Instagram and Twitter at slow down show
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